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Concurrency:

Development was only permitted if public 
infrastructure was provided concurrently 
(i.e., schools, water, sewer…, & 
transportation)

Transportation = Level of Service

Cities Adopted an:
“Acceptable Peak-Hour L.O.S.” 



Concurrency Exception Area:

Transportation = access, walkability, 
aesthetics, supporting land uses, …

and L.O.S. no longer took priority
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Lessons:

1.  Street design shapes land use.
2.  Transportation planning should be

based on community “vision.”
3. L.O.S. is not important for planning.
4. Traffic demand forecast models are 

only one version of the future.
5.   You get what you buy.



Litmus Test:

Does the “change” reward the 
short trip or transit, bike, or 
walk trip? 

Change: change in policy, street design, 
land use, operations, transit 
initiative, etc.
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FUNDAMENTALS

The purpose of cities: to advance 
efficient & effective exchange.

The “transportation purpose” of cities is 
to minimize long-distance travel
(i.e., maximize short trips)



Traditional Values

Design for Short Trips
Transit-Oriented
Walkable
Proximity Important
Mixed Land Use
Connected Street 
Network
Access is Key
Buildings Address 
Streets
Slow Speeds



Modernism (Laid the Foundation for the 
Conventional Transportation Paradigm)





“Cars, cars, fast, fast!” 
Le Corbusier, 1924











“We shall solve the problem of 
the city by leaving the city”

Henry Ford, 1922













Conventional/Modernist Values

Reward Long Trips
Automobile Focus
Automobile LOS
Speed Important
Single Use Land Use
Dendritic Street Hierarchy
Congestion is Bad
Individually Appealing
Simple (get from A to B quickly)
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Definition goes here. 

Words

Improvement

Capacity

Upgrade/Enhance

Efficient

Traffic Demand

Accidents

Level of Service

Delay

A, B, C, D, E, and F

Reliability

Functional Classification

Right-of-Way Preservation

Mass Transit

Freeway

Capacity Deficiencies

Conflict Points

Access Management 

Regional Travel…





Definition goes here. 

Words

Context-Sensitive Design

Context-Sensitive 
Solutions

Traditional Neighborhood 
Design

Smart Growth

Road Diets

Safe Routes to School

Shared Spaces

Vision Zero

Path as Place

Traffic Calming

Complete Streets
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Champs Elysees, 
Paris

I-635, Dallas

The difference between 
“volume, & trips”



Mobility (in the past)

the movement of people & goods

assumption: faster, farther, and in 
greater numbers means progress for 
society



Mobility (now and in the future)
The populations’
capabilities and strategies
to move in order to access 
what they need to live
within the city.

Many Populations: people who have 
disabilities, have different income levels, and/or 
are young, elderly, millennials, pedestrians, 
cyclists, transit users, students…



Mobility (now and in the future)
The populations’
capabilities and strategies
to move in order to access 
what they need to live
within the city.

work 18.0
work-related 2.6
shopping 20.2
doctor/dentist 1.5
family/personal 24.2
church/school   8.8
social/recreational 24.5
other 0.2

Trip Type %

the movement is purposeful:

































Developer Coordination

Stakeholders

Competing Priorities
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manufacturers and the 
public.”

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 1970
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Environmental
Assessments

Air quality
Water
Noise
Land use
…
Traffic  L.O.S.  V.M.T. X

V.M.T.
- VMT total
- VMT/capita
- VMT/resident
- VMT/employee
- Resources (land, 

energy, money…)











Grand Makeover
Is Set for
Maryland Strip City

by  EUGENE L. MEYER

Rockville Pike, heading north.

Above, a rendering of the White Flint plan, 
which seeks to create a walkable community.
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Suggestions:
Be empathetic in your arterial designs.

Switch from LOS to VMT for planning purposes.

Stop rewarding the problem.

Embrace traditional values and ween off of 
conventional values.

Update your transportation language/culture.

Break up your superblocks were feasible with 
parallel network and focus on 2-lane streets.

Know that you are on the right side of history.



Thank You

@IanLockwoodPE


